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The challenge
Although the depth and breadth of data have exploded in recent
years, most advertisers still target based on simple targets
based on known customers and demographics

Analysis of the psychographic traits of consumers offers a
powerful new way to understand predictors of consumer choice
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About the Simmons NCS
Simmons National Consumer Study (NCS)
– Syndicated, commercial research service used by media companies,
advertising agencies and marketers
– National study of U.S. consumers
– Surveys approximately 25,000 adults 18+ annually
– Universe is non-Hispanic and Hispanic
– Year-round recruitment and measurement
– Large-scale self-administered mail questionnaire
• Survey available in both English and Spanish
• Collects media consumption, product/brand usage, attitudes and lifestyle information
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The approach
Predictive Consumer Insights (PCI) targets likely
brand users based on both their demographic and
psychographic characteristics
Examine brand and TV
show choice via data
mining on nearly 600
Simmons psychographic
attributes and 265
DriverTags™

Focus on variables that
are predictive of brand or
media choice at the 95%
confidence level

Score all respondents on
their likelihood to use the
brand or watch the
programming

The predictive power of PCI is nearly THREE TIMES
greater than targeting on demos alone
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The methodology
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Significant improvement in predicting brand usage
Overall Gain vs
Demos Alone

All Categories (3,828 Brands)

295%

16.8%

11.1%

5.7%
5.7%

Demos Only

5.7%

Predictive Consumer Insights

Total
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Consistent performance across brand categories

+295%

+303%

+394%

+272%

+479%
34.5%

20.1%
16.8%
12.1%
11.1%

18.5%

15.0%

11.7%

27.3%

8.1%
5.7%

4.0%

5.1%

6.8%

7.2%

All Brand Types (3,828)

Food CPG (1,228)

Alcohol (112)

Department/Clothing Stores
(81)

TV Shows (386)

Demos Only

Predictive Consumer Insights
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Use case 1: targeting the most likely prospects
•

Once a final predictive model has been generated that estimates
the likelihood for any individual to be a brand consumer or TV show
viewer, it becomes possible to compare the distribution of those
likelihoods among consumers and non-consumers.

•

The natural assumption is that the average likelihood of being a
consumer is higher than the average likelihood of a non-user, an
assumption that is uniformly been reflected in the data.
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Use case 1: targeting the most likely prospects
Likelihood to Use a Brand
Number of Respondents

among brand users & non-brand users

Non-Brand Users

Brand Users

Non-brand users most
likely to be brand users
Top 50%
Likelihood of Use
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Use case 2: fine-tuning the message
• The coefficients in a regression model tell you the independent
effect of each predictive variable, holding constant the effect of
all of the other variables
• Coefficients in a logistic model are converted to odds ratios –
the percent increase in Y for each increase of one in X
• More effective than looking for overindexing variables
– Automatically finds the psychographics (and demos) that matter most
– Eliminates irrelevant collinear variables
– Assigns an independent value for the effect of each statistically significant
contributing variable
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Use case 2: fine-tuning the message
Top 10 Positive Predictors of an Alcohol Brand

I often go on long car trips for vacations

31%

I am interested in what goes on under the hood of a car

23%

I try to keep up with news from Hispanic or Latin American countries

23%

I like television commercials that make me laugh

People who agree or strongly
agree with this statement are 31%
more likely to use the Client
Brand compared with others.

22%

Extra features on my mobile are more important than tradtnl calling features

21%

AFFECTIONATE, passionate, loving, romantic

20%

I am often chosen to be the spokesperson in my group

18%

The Internet has changed how I get info about products and services

18%

I consider myself to be a spiritual person

16%

I get many of the options when I buy a car

15%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%
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Viewers (000) of the Program by Demographic

Use case 3: changes in the psychographic makeup of a show
6,327

5,995

3,954

3,848
2,479

A18+

2,041

Men 18+
2015/2016 Season

Women 18+

2016/2017 Season
5,243

3,452

4,855

4,582
3,616

3,485

1,609
1,043

A18-24

A18-34

A18-49

A25-54
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Use case 3: changes in the psychographic makeup of a show
2015/2016
Rank

2016 /2017
Rank

(35 total predictors)

(19 total predictors)

I love the idea of traveling abroad

1

--

I rely on magazines to keep me informed

2

I spend a lot of money on toiletries and cosmetics for personal use

3

I use info from my cell phone to decide where to go or what to do in my free time

4

1

I enjoy watching religious television programs (negative effect)

5

--

When I watch movies, I often notice brand name products used as part of the set

6

10

How I spend my time is more important than how much money I make

7

When shopping for food, I especially look for organic or natural foods

8

I rely primarily on my doctor to guide me on medical and health matters (negative effect)

9

I love to buy new gadgets and appliances

10

Attitudes Most Predictive of Show Watching

---

-----
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Use case 3: changes in the psychographic makeup of a show
2015/2016
Rank

2016 /2017
Rank

(35 total predictors)

(19 total predictors)

4

1

I use info from my smartphone to decide where to go or what to do in my free time

--

2

I mostly download/stream my entertainment rather than buy a CD or DVD/ Blu-ray

27

3

Whenever commercials come on, I change channels

--

4

Comfort is the most important factor in what clothes I buy (negative effect)

--

5

I like to drive faster than normal traffic

--

6

Because of a coupon, Id be drawn to a store I normally don’t shop at

--

7

It's important for me to have internet access when I am on-the-go (negative effect)

--

8

When shopping for household cleaning products, I especially look for organic or natural products

--

9

I buy goods produced by my own country whenever I can (negative effect)

6

10

When I watch movies, I often notice brand name products used as part of the set

Attitudes Most Predictive of Show Watching
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Conclusion: benefits for advertisers and ad platforms
 Psychographics greatly increases the explanatory power
 Modern statistical and data mining techniques on traditional
market research data allow the data to speak for themselves
 Informs creative and content strategies
 Ad platforms can use the psychographic profile of their audience
to appeal directly to brands
 Address changes in user base or viewing audience over time
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Thank you!

